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INTRODUCTION

Large quantities of speech data are needed to irnprove the performance of speech
recognitiol't and speech synthesis systems as well as for purposes of basic phonetic
research. To be useful, the speech rnaterial has to be segrnented and labelled at the
phonetne level. For small arnounts of data, this is often done manually by listening to
the speech and by visual inspection of spectrograrns and displays of the speech signal.
Since the positioning of each Iabel requires considerable attention by a skilled
phonetician, it is very time consuming for larger amounts, and it is then feasible to
replace by an autornatic procedure. We have previously worked with rnethods for tirne
alignrnent of an utterance to its plronetic transcription (Blomberg & Elenius, 1985). This
paper describes further work on such a systern. lts perfonnance is evaluated by
cotnparhrg its labels to lahels set rnanually on a speech corpus consisting of 138
sentences spoken by one male speaker.

PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION GENERATION

In the KTH speech data base system (Carlson et al, 1989), there are two methods for
segnrentation ancl labelling of recorded speech data. Oue is rnanual, where the operator
uses listening and visual inspection of the speech signal and of spectrograms. The
second method is the one described in this paper. Both rnethods use the grapherne-to-
plrorrerne part of a text-to-speech systenl (Carlson et aL, 1982) to generate an initial
phonetic transcription of a given utterance. The transcription sometirnes differs fronr the
actual pronunciation, and so it is irrrportant to verify its correctness before trying to
align it with the utterance. If necessary, the output string can be corrected rnanually.
A,nother possibility is to generate all possible pronunciations of an utterance by
producing several optional fonns in the phonetic transcriptions and then let the
cornputer select the phonerne sequence that gives the best correspondence to the
utterance. The pronunciation altenratives can be g,iven mzurually or they coulcl be
generated frotn a base fomr by a set of rules. In the present graphenre-to-phoneme rule
package, only the base fonn is protlucetl, and the altematives are fursefiecl by hantl, but it
would be possible to develop rules that also generates opticural for:rls.

PRINCIPLE OF ALIGNMENT

The tirne aligrunent system described in this paper is based on a phonetic speech
recognitiolr program, described in more detail by Blomberg (1989). lts most important
distinguishing feature is the use of synthetic phonerne reference spectra. The
transcription that is to be aligned is transformed to a sequence of frequency spectra in
the same rnanner as in a speech synthesis prograrn, although the actual speech signal is
llot generate(I. The argument for using synthetic references is that the training session
for building reference phoneme prototypes can be avoided. To account for varying
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voices, the- spe-ctra_are dylamically adapted to the speaker's voice during the alignment
Pjocelq. This has been shown to be very helpful for speaker-indepenJent reco-gnition
(See Blomberg, 1989). Adaptation of the phoneme protbtypes to an individual r!"ut"t
is also possible but mostly not necessa.ry. 

^

The boundarl positisnt of the phonernes irr the ufterance are determined using a
dynarrric programming procedurciwhich computes the optirnal time alignment betwEen
the natural utterance *g u synthetic ,eriion of the same identfty. If optionJ
pronunciation forms are given, it autornatically selects those altemativei that give the
lowest overall spectral error. The o_utput is the selected phoneme transcription"*a *r"
time positions of the segment boundaries.

GENERATION OF A REFERENCE UTTERANCE

In the system, the.phonemes of .a particular lzmguage are specified by their syntlrcsis
pa-ranneter values in a separate data file. It is possi6le to hive separate data iiles for
different languages and regional accents and aiso for individual sfeakers. For vowels
arrd several voiced consonants, these parameters are formant frequencies *O
bandwidths. Unvoiced fricatives and nasai consonants have both spectial poles aml
zeroes specified. The values of the pgaqeters can be adapted to niw speaiers by a
training procedure, starting frorn default values.

The conversion from { phonerne string to synthesis control parameter values is at
present not..done !y ttt". text-to-speech system, but by a much less sophisticated
algorithm The produce$,'speech' oi this system will noi reach as high quality as the
text-to-speech system. However, the purposes are different. We haie ionsirlered it
irnportant to.handle optional pronunciation, which is not dealt with in the synthisis
systetn. Another reason is that for some phonemes, the spectral correspondence fietween
natural and synthetic speech is not very good and *e irarre tried m6{ifications of the
synthesis rnoclel for these phonernes. Future versions of the two systems may remove
these lirnitations and enable a rnore complete use of the rule-synthesis power.

When a.phoneme string is entered, the context-independent phoneme parameter values
are modified to take account for reduction arrd coarticulation effects. Reduction rules
rnove the vowel targets towards neutral values with atr amount dependent on the
assigned stress values. Coarticulation effects are modelled by splittin! the phonemes
into one or several initiai parts,-one steady state part and one or several-final'parts. The
steady-State values are rnodified by the adjacent phonemes for unstressed, short vowels.
fh3 fonlalt frequencies of-the transition iegrnerits are then interpolated frorn the target
values of the surrounding phonemes.

The spectral transfer function of each subphoneme is then clerived from the pole-zero
specification. A voiced, unvoiced or a mixecl excitation function is addecl io give a
reference frequency spectrum. This is transfonnecl to a l6-chzurnel Bark filter- bank
representation with the satne characteristics as the one which is usecl for the analvsis of
the speech signal. In this yay, a sequence of filter bank spectra representing a syirthetic
utterance ofthe same identity as the natural speech is generatecl.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

^The 
digitized natural spegclr signal is analysed by an FFT procedure and

transfonned into a 16 chaunel Bark-scale filter 
-bank 

iepresentation, covering a
frequency band from 200 to 6000 Hz. Sirnple models of lateial inhibition and forw-ard
m3s$ing 99 iry4gmented in the spectral output. For the experirnent, the analysis
window of the FFT was 12 ms and thb frarne intirval was 5 rns.
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EXPERIMENT

ln an evaluation experiment, recordings from one male speaker with a rnoderate
Stockholm accent have been labelled both rnanually antl by the autornatic rnethod. The
tuaterial consisted of 138 sentences, stored as separate files. The sentence length varied
between 4 and 13 words with ar1 average of about 8 words per sentence. The phonetic
transcription was first part of thetranscription was first generated from text using the
text-to-speech system. It was then manually correct(text-to-speech system. It was then manually corrected by comparisons to the recorded
speech. A phonetically skilled person detennined the tirne positions of the phoneme
boundaries by looking at displays ofspectrograrns and the speech signal.

T'he sarne transcriptions were used by the autornatic rnethod. The possibility of allowing
several pronunciation altematives was rlot used in this experfunent, since it would mzrke
the evaluation procedure rnore difficult. The phoneme prototypes were adjusted to
average values of Stockholm accent for Swedish male speakers. No speaker adaptation
was performed.

RESULTS

Errors made by the automatic aligrunent teclurique rnay be classified into two
categories. If the rnisaligrunent is less thau half the phoneme duration, the error can be
intelpreted as a result of lack in precision. The estimated phoneme rnidpoint will still be
positiorrcd inside the phoneme, which is inrportant when collecting spectral
rneasurements of phonemes. Larger erors are often caused by a confusion of the
searched phoneme boundary with a sirnilar transition at another place in the utterance.
For example, a typical error is that a vowel-consonant boundary is moved one syllable
forwzu'd or backward.

A histograrn ancl cumulative distribution of the deviation between the manual and the
autornatic method is shown in figure I.
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Figure l. Histograrn (a) and culnulative distribution (b) of tirne aligmrent error.

In rnore than 90Vo of the boundaries, the deviation is 50 nrs or less. Tlre average
deviation in tlre rnaterial was l7 ms. It is encouraging that only around ZVo of the labels
arc rnisplacecl by more than 100 rns. Evidently. errors due to boundary confusion is
nruch less frequent than those caused by low precision. Phonernes frequently irtvolved
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in longer misalignments are /rl and flrl. One reason for this is obviously that they exhibit
high acoustic_vari_1br]itf iunong different contexts. Their behaviour ii regular, though,
and could be handled during the generation of the reference utterance. /r/ rtso contains
speaker de_p91d.e1t allophonic differences, which rnay show up among a larger group of
speakers. Multiple allophone templates and speaker adaptation would take care of this
variation. One extreme realisation of /r/ is when it is 

-not 
pronounced as a separate

segment at all, but rather as a retroflex colouring of the surrounding phonemes.

The transition between two vowels and between vowels and certain consonants, ltke h/
and ljl, are o{e1 slow, which makes it difficult even for manual labelling to make a
consistent positioning. Differences of this kind between the automatic andthe manual
outputs should be given a low weight cornpared to more distinct boundaries.

SUMMARY

More speakers have to be used to get a reliable measure of the teclurique. Anyway, the
results with one rnale speaker show that it can be an efficient way of^labelling a'large
speech- corpus. Different applications have different demands 

'on 
precision ancl 

-it
depends on the pglpose of the data if the accuracy is sufficient. Anilysis of spectral
properties in _steady state regions is quite insensitive to slight deviatiohs of pltoneme
boundaries. on the other hand, rneasurement on segment duration needs higher
precision than what is achieved in this report. The automatic aligrunent process c6uld
therefore be followed by rnanual correction. There would still be i significant reduction
of tirne compared to completely rnanual alignment.

fyn$, .irnprovements could be achieved by modelling spectral and durational
distribution, by employing speaker adaptation, antl by deveioping better rules for
generating the synthetic prototype spectra.
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